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ABSTRACT
Access to high-quality online consumer health information is frequently a barrier for non-English
speakers and speakers of English as a foreign language. One strategy is to leverage existing Englishlanguage systems. In this case study, we present mechanisms developed, designed, and implemented to
support access by Spanish speakers to ClinicalTrials.gov. First, we briefly introduce the underlying
cross-language information retrieval (CLIR) technology and development of a Spanish-English bilingual
term list. We then focus on language-based design decisions and their implications for integrating
components of a Spanish-language system with the existing ClinicalTrials.gov system architecture. Data
display and navigation issues will also be presented. We conclude with results from a preliminary
evaluation of the Spanish-English CLIR prototype. The long-term goal is to adapt such technologies
generally for consumer health sites to support access in different languages.
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INTRODUCTION
Language is often a barrier in accessing online health information for non-native English speakers. Not
only is a considerable amount of consumer health information written in English, but also obtaining it
online requires the use of English-language Web sites, navigation tools, and information retrieval
systems. Although the number of health-related documents in other languages is increasing, evaluation
results for health sites in Spanish in particular indicate a marked disparity with the English sites, both in
quality and quantity of information provided [1]. Fundamentally, the availability of quality consumer
health information in languages other than English is not keeping pace with the rapid expansion of the
Web as a global communication tool.
The problem is compounded by the gap between health expressions used by laypersons and technical
terms used by healthcare professionals. Consumers typically have difficulty formulating health-related
queries and understanding medical terms or jargon, independent of primary language [2]. Thus,
developing a general mechanism to support access for speakers of other languages would leverage the
numerous existing English-language consumer health information systems. We present an approach for
providing partial access to Spanish speakers, through the expansion and reuse of an existing Englishlanguage system, ClinicalTrials.gov.
In the consumer health domain, several approaches have been used to address the language barrier. One
strategy is to create resources in languages other than English. For example, AIDSinfo
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creates original Spanish-language materials about HIV/AIDS through human medical translators [3].
Another strategy is to link to health topics already available in Spanish, curated by expert reviewers and
editors, such as the New York Online Access to Health (NOAH)2 [4] and the U.S. National Library of
Medicine (NLM) MedlinePlus en español®3 Web sites.
Some sites use controlled medical vocabularies available in multiple languages. For example,
HONSelect4 allows consumers to find health information in English and four other languages by using

translations of Medical Subjects Headings (MeSH®) terms [5,6]. After MeSH descriptors are
automatically assigned to health information resources, a string representing the medical concept may be
displayed in any language. However, documents retrieved at HONSelect are also derived from existing
sources that provide information originally written in a particular language.
Although machine translation (MT) technology may yet be a feasible strategy, it is not at present
sufficiently precise for the real-time, unedited performance required in health information [7]: “Machine
translation is demonstrably cost-effective for large scale and/or rapid translation of (boring) technical
documentation, (highly repetitive) software localization manuals. ... The human translator is (and will
remain) unrivaled for non-repetitive linguistically sophisticated texts (e.g. in literature and law), and even
for one-off texts in specific highly-specialized technical subjects. (p. 2)”
BACKGROUND
In response to the rapid growth of the Spanish-speaking population in the U.S. and their presence online,
many health-related organizations now offer online resources in Spanish. For example, NLM launched
MedlinePlus en español in 2002. Subsequent NLM focus groups of Hispanic-Americans and online
surveys indicated a need for Spanish-language access to its ClinicalTrials.gov5 Web site, which provides
information about clinical research studies for patients and other members of the general public. As a first
step in addressing this need, we have adapted cross-language information retrieval (CLIR) techniques to
facilitate access by Spanish-speaking users to this English-language Web site (Figure 1) [8,9].

Figure 1. Spanish ClinicalTrials.gov prototype home page
ClinicalTrials.gov presently contains over 14,500 records summarizing studies sponsored by the U.S.
National Institutes of Health (NIH), other governmental agencies, and the pharmaceutical industry from
around the world. Launched in February 2000, the site’s technical infrastructure is constantly being
improved, including the usability of its search and display features, based on formative evaluation [10].

Given this well-established, yet dynamic system, it follows that any new components for Spanishlanguage support would need to be compatible with the current architecture and design of
ClinicalTrials.gov, but also have flexibility to evolve. Furthermore, the content and information retrieval
(IR) mechanisms in both language sites must be parallel and synchronized to provide timely, accurate,
usable results.
CROSS-LANGUAGE INFORMATION RETRIEVAL (CLIR)
Typically, cross-language information retrieval (CLIR) requires translation of either the query or the
document so that information can be retrieved. In our earlier study using machine translation (MT) within
the ClinicalTrials.gov environment, translation of Spanish queries into English (query translation)
outperformed the document translation approach [9]. We believe this to be due to:
• IR features (synonym expansion; lexical variant handling) built into the search engine customized for
ClinicalTrials.gov;
• Incoming user queries, typically keyword-based nouns or phrases for treatments and conditions, that do
not require part-of-speech or lexical disambiguation; and
• Domain-restricted nature of queries and documents in ClinicalTrials.gov, which minimizes the need for
sense disambiguation.
In a subsequent study, we compared two approaches to query translation-based CLIR: a bilingual term list
(BTL) versus MT [9]. The BTL, which we created from publicly available sources6, provided a
technologically simpler, more customizable, and system-compatible alternative to a high-quality but
proprietary MT system. A BTL is a look-up table where words and expressions in one language (e.g.,
Spanish) are matched with their equivalents in another language (e.g., English). Other BTL modifications
and enhancements include Spanish normalization algorithms for number (singular/plural) and gender
(male/female), addition of domain-specific and consumer health terms, and removal of error-filled general
vocabularies. Curation of portions of the BTL improved translation quality. As BTL-based CLIR
performance improved, our focus turned to comparisons between the Spanish- and English-language
systems.
We have continued fine-tuning the quality and size of the BTL by adding new terms or glossaries only
after exhaustive line-by-line human review. Maintaining the BTL is an ongoing process, as new terms and
novel expressions appear in trial protocols and are translated.
DATA MANAGEMENT
Two types of Web pages are displayed at ClinicalTrials.gov: static and dynamic. Static pages contain
relatively stable text, such as information about the site (e.g., “About”) and search tips (e.g., “Basic
Search”). In these cases, MT followed by manual expert editing (or post-editing) is feasible. Nonetheless,
keeping both language versions of the static pages consistent is a challenge.
In contrast, dynamic pages, such as detailed study data in the records, change frequently (e.g., “Study
Summary”), rendering manual post-editing not viable. However, because many fields in each record use
controlled vocabulary terms (e.g., “Overall Status”), they only need post-editing once. Such terms could
then be displayed with 100% accuracy in Spanish.
The remaining free-text fields contain considerably more content, including technical terms, and change
more frequently than controlled fields. Post-editing these fields is resource intensive. Thus, we only
translated the “Brief Title,” which is intended to encapsulate the purpose of the study in lay language. By
clicking a Spanish explanatory link, users have access to the remaining free-text fields in the original

English, on a separate window. We believe that this limited translation into Spanish in the proposed
prototype provides the “gist” of the study, facilitating relevance determination for Spanish speakers (see
“Preliminary Evaluation” section). Some considerations included:
• Human resources to carefully post-edit MT results;
• Style and variability in the translation of the same natural language text;
• Handling of proper names: organizational affiliations and location information were not
translated in order to avoid confusion, as they frequently lack official Spanish equivalents; and
• Constant review and updates of translations to remain synchronized with the English text.
Based on this last consideration, we modified the system to track new (untranslated) and changed titles in
English, and provided a suitable mechanism for entering translations in Spanish with minimal time lag.
This mechanism extends the existing Protocol Registry System used for registering new Clinical Trials.
Human translators may log into the system, view all new or changed titles, and perform any required edits
or translations. These changes are saved and used by ClinicalTrials.gov after the next index.
DATA DISPLAY
In general, in a Spanish monolingual system, Spanish-language queries retrieve Spanish-language
documents. However, in a Spanish-English CLIR system, queries submitted in Spanish retrieve
documents in English. Although some Spanish-speakers are proficient in reading English, we believe that
displaying text fully in English is not sufficient for all Spanish-speaking users to derive relevance
determination, as many may have varying levels of English proficiency. Thus, we considered other
potential solutions to make the information more accessible to all segments of the Spanish-speaking
population. Unedited machine translation was ruled out for use in the health domain, where mistranslation
may have dangerous outcomes. While the accuracy of human translation (post-editing) is unsurpassed, it
is extremely resource intensive and difficult to scale up. Therefore, we devised a system for Spanish
display of documents that is accurate, scaleable, and requires few resources.
“Doclets” are abbreviated ClinicalTrials.gov records that display most controlled fields and the manually
translated “Brief Title” free-text field (Figures 3.1 and 3.2). The remaining free-text fields (e.g.,
“Purpose” and “Detailed Description”) are accessible in English: clicking links labeled in Spanish allows
users to view the corresponding full English-language record in a separate window. Note that some
controlled fields, such as center locations and organization names, were not translated into Spanish to
avoid possible ambiguity (e.g., lack of official translations). This type of information is presented in the
original language: French locations and/or centers are presented in French, Italian ones in Italian, and so
on. This is also the case in the full English-language records whenever foreign researchers or sponsors
provide us with the data in the native language.
Because the focus of ClinicalTrials.gov design has been on usability and support of consumer access to
information in the medical domain [10,11], we used the English system as the model for the Spanishlanguage CLIR-based prototype. Nevertheless, we addressed several language-related issues, in
particular:
• Manipulation of the character set for correct diacritics display in all Spanish Web pages;
• Linking to relevant outside Spanish-language resources, when available, such as MedlinePlus en
español;
• Modification of the existing Web interface to generate separate screens for Spanish; and
• Selection of language to display at run time.

Figure 3.1 Spanish prototype doclet

Figure 3.2 Corresponding English document

PRELIMINARY EVALUATIONS
An initial, informal review of the prototype by six bilingual medical translators and consumer health
content providers elicited very positive reactions. This evaluation focused on linguistic issues as well as
functional ones, such as results and performance. Some evaluators expressed a desire for more
information in Spanish about the purpose of each trial (“Purpose” heading), but the consensus was that
the abbreviated Spanish record is sufficient to convey the gist of the study. The evaluators indicated the
functional advantage of a language toggle button on each Spanish and English page, already implemented
in the Spanish site.
Subsequently, 96 bilingual speakers —members of the Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
en Español Team, Association of Latino Employees at CDC (ATSDR), and the CDCSPAN Listserv —
participated in a preliminary evaluation of the prototype. They were provided with guideline questions, as
described in [11], with two additional topics: translation quality and perceived usefulness of the doclets.
The respondents tended to be highly educated professionals, such as physicians, and 80% were from
outside the U.S. Substantive feedback returned by 87 participants (as free text) was coded into five
categories (Table 1).

Category
Search
Navigation
Design

Translation

Other

Sample Feedback
•
Errors/missing terms in BTL noted
•
Link logo to Home page suggested
•
Not mixing Spanish and English on the same page
suggested
Spanish search details requested
•
•
Inconsistencies reported
Differences between European and Latin American Spanish
•
noted by participants in Spain
•
Spanish-speaking contacts in study centers suggested
Links to glossary of clinical trial-specific terms in Spanish
•
requested
Table 1. Sample feedback by category

Regarding the abbreviated nature of the Spanish records, 24% felt that additional information should be
translated (i.e., Purpose and/or Eligibility) and 35% thought that doclets are suitable only for
professionals and others already used to reading in English. Overall, 40% considered that the abbreviated
Spanish record is sufficient to convey the gist of the study.
While many of the comments were supportive of the CLIR approach, others provided thoughtful and
relevant feedback. In addition to correcting the reported errors, adding important missing terms, and
handling inconsistencies, we are considering numerous suggestions, some of which require further
analysis, research, and evaluation.
CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS
Based on above mentioned preliminary feedback, we believe that the combination of cross-language
information retrieval and Spanish doclets provides sufficient data for those native Spanish speakers with
some knowledge of English, to obtain the gist of the information and determine relevance with respect to
their needs. We have recently started the process of conducting a feasibility study with Spanish-speaking
consumers to determine (1) the ability of the doclets to convey the gist of a study; (2) user-rated overall
quality of the CLIR-based retrieval set of records; and (3) perceived experience of the Spanish
ClinicalTrials.gov prototype site. Through user testing with Spanish-speaking health consumers, we
expect to obtain data regarding the target audience’s information needs, their ability to obtain relevant
information easily and accurately from the doclets (compared to the full documents in English), and their
satisfaction with the doclets. We intend to use the feedback to ensure that further development of doclets
account for usability and accessibility issues identified by the intended users.
One enhancement to the doclets that we are currently considering involves the addition of a brief purpose
statement (no more than three sentences) under the “Purpose” heading, while maintaining a link in
Spanish to the full English document. The purpose statement, which will be extracted from the Brief
Description section under “Purpose,” will focus on the specific scientific goals or objectives of the study.
Typically, these sentences are easily identified as many are introduced by a limited number of linguistic
expressions (e.g., “this study will”). The identification of such linguistic patterns will facilitate greatly the
task of developing natural language processing techniques to programmatically extract the key statements
in the Brief Summary field. Based on experience with over 1,000 purpose statements, the present
algorithm for extracting purpose statements has an accuracy rate of 92%. Once extracted, the purpose
statements are manually translated into Spanish and will be included in the doclet.

The purpose statements represent the main point or "crux" of the study7. By "reducing" the Brief
Description to an average of about 40 words per purpose statement, we bring this information closer to
what is feasible for human translation, given the availability and extent of our resources. The same
mechanism that was implemented for editing and translating the English titles into Spanish will have to
be extended to include the purpose statements as well. To better assess the impact of adding the purpose
statement to facilitate relevance ranking by the Spanish speaking users of ClinicalTrials.gov, the
feasibility study will include doclets containing translated purpose statements.
The output of the algorithm using the four paragraphs of the Brief Summary from the document in Fig.
3.2 is as follows:
This study will continue to evaluate the long term safety and effectiveness of cysteamine eye drops for
treating cystine crystals in the corneas of patients with cystinosis. These drops are not sold commercially
and are available only through this study. New patients may enroll in the study to obtain them.

The following figure will display the doclet on Fig. 3.1 but it will include the purpose statement (shown
in English above) already translated into Spanish:

Figure 4: Spanish prototype doclet with purpose statement
CONCLUSION
To accommodate the needs of non-English-speaking users, we have begun to use CLIR to bridge the
language gap for consumer health information systems. Because CLIR only addresses the retrieval of
relevant documents in English, we have also developed display mechanisms to assist non-English

speaking users in accessing, understanding, and applying the health information they find. This case study
describes one approach to providing Spanish-language support for ClinicalTrials.gov, through the
integration of additional components into a system originally designed and implemented in English only.
If further user tests support the usefulness and effectiveness of this CLIR approach, other consumer health
information systems may consider adopting CLIR, as implemented here, or new and improved techniques
to support non-English speakers.
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Some of the sources that we used included the Medical Subject Headings or MeSH (Bireme/U.S. National Library
of Medicine), NLM Unified Medical Language System® (UMLS®), Freelang [database on the Internet] (availabe
from: http://www.freelang.net/), clinical-trials vocabulary.
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Interestingly, the ability to communicate the main point appears to be one of the highest ranking factors that
contributes to the ease of readability of consumer health documents [12]

